
Dishwasher Types Explained

A dishwasher isn’t an everyday home
purchase. And with so many designs on the
market, the choice can be slightly
overwhelming. Whether as a part of a
renovation, an upgrade or. First-time
purchase, this guide will help you choose
the right dishwasher for your kitchen.

Fully Integrated Dishwashers

Completely concealed behind your cabinetry of choice, the controls are
revealed when you open the dishwasher door.

Whether it’s an upgrade you’ve been dreaming about forever or a fresh new
kitchen, a fully-integrated dishwasher will hold the lines of your kitchen in
seamless unison. The integration of cabinetry with appliances is the fastest
way to a premium look. By knowing which appliances you want to install
before you start your upgrade, renovation or build, you can create a kitchen
that will feel harmonious for years to come.

A fully-integrated dishwasher completely hides the control panel for true
invisibility, creating a feel of unison and a designed aesthetic.

NEFF fully integrated dishwashers open with a simple touch of the
dishwasher, perfect for a sleek, handle-free kitchen. Being remarkably quiet
you’ll wonder if its is on or not. TimeLight is a smart way around that
projecting the wash status onto the floor.

Semi-Integrated Dishwashers

For the best of both worlds, the top display fascia is presented, while

https://www.neff.com.au/productList/dishwashers?f_inst_type_ma=inst_type_inst_type_full_integrated


your bespoke cabinetry conceals the body. 

A semi-integrated integrated dishwasher combines the subtlety of a fully
integrated model with the functionality of visible control panel access. NEFF
semi-integrated dishwashers don’t hide away their wash status and time
remaining displays, so you can keep an eye on your wash from a distance.

Built Under Dishwashers

Built-under dishwashers are designer for installation under a bench
top. 

Whilst maybe a necessary expense, developing (or redeveloping) your
kitchen can be a costly exercise. Built under dishwashers are a way of
maintaining maximum functionality while saving on cost—all money that you
can redirect back into your renovation if needs be. Though they may not
have the same degree of sleek, form-fitting subtlety that a fully integrated
dishwasher might, modern built under dishwashers can still be a congruous,
balanced addition to your new or revamped kitchen.

 

No matter the size of your kitchen development or upgrade, there is a

https://www.neff.com.au/productList/dishwashers?f_inst_type_ma=inst_type_inst_type_half_integrated
https://www.neff.com.au/productList/dishwashers?f_inst_type_ma=inst_type_inst_type_build_under


dishwasher that will be the perfect finishing touch. Whether you are looking
to create a seamlessly modern kitchen, or enjoy full control visibility, the
NEFF dishwasher range has you covered.

Made in Germany with a 4-year warranty, discover the NEW range of NEFF
dishwashers here
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